
Minutes of the 6th
 Solar Orbiter SOWG Meeting 

ESAC, Madrid, 20-22 January 2015 
Prepared by: Chris Watson, Yannis Zouganelis & Holly R. Gilbert 

 
All presentation files at:	  
https://issues.cosmos.esa.int/solarorbiterwiki/display/SOSP/SOWG+%236+Agenda 
 
RSWG, ISWG, LL pipelines, MADAWG splinters: Monday 19 January PM – Tuesday 20 January AM (see 
separate minutes) 
 
Start of the plenary meeting: Tuesday 20 January at 12:30 
 
Introduction:  
 

• Daniel Müller and Luis Sanchez welcomed the participants and presented the agenda, which was 
approved without modification, as were the minutes of SOWG-5. 

• N.B.: The MAG team was not represented at the SOWG-6. 
 
New members in the SOC team: 
 

• Luis Sanchez introduced 2 new members of the SOC team: 
o Pedro Osuna (Archive Scientist) 
o Nana Bach (part-time Test Engineer) 

 
Modeling and Data Analysis working group report and presentation of the Metadata document  
 

• See presentation by Alexis Rouillard. 
• See MADAWG splinter minutes: https://stix.cs.technik.fhnw.ch/confluence/display/DAWG/2015-

01-19+Meeting+notes+MADAWG+splinter+at+SOWG-6 
• Alexis Rouillard presented the Metadata standard for Solar Orbiter science data, contained in the 

technical note SOL-SGS-TN-0009 that was worked out by the MADAWG including members from 
several instrument teams. The first issue of this document has been released to the SOWG by email 
on 14 January. It contains a convention for Solar Orbiter data filenames and processing levels, and a 
list of common metadata for both FITS and CDF files. In the appendices, instrument teams are 
invited to detail the implementation of this standard in their science data, adding also all planned 
instrument-specific keywords. The appendices are considered living documents and instrument 
teams can use the MADAWG Confluence pages at FHNW to edit them as necessary 
(link: https://stix.cs.technik.fhnw.ch/confluence/display/DAWG/Appendices). 

• The MADAWG asks for feedback to the main sections of the Technical Note by 20 March 2015, so 
that an updated version can be released by SOWG-7.  

 
Action AI-01: Instruments to send SOC their feedback on the Metadata Technical Note.  
Deadline: 20 March 2015. 
 
Remote Sensing working group report (see presentation by Frédéric Auchère and RSWG splinter 
minutes): 
 

• Usage of post launch heaters 
o Post launch heaters needed by EUI, SPICE and METIS to prevent contamination and/or fast 

temperature drop. 
o Current plan is to have them on no later than 6 hours after launch, before on best effort basis. 
o METIS raised the point again that they should be on as soon as possible, i.e. as fast as 

radiator cool down time scale. 



o One line for all instruments. Need to be off when commissioning one instrument. Possible to 
switch between external and internal heaters of instruments. 

o Instruments need detailed power budget to consolidate commissioning plans. 
 

• S/C mosaics 
o Set of S/C slews to build high resolution and large FoV observations. 
o Way to increase the chance to meet the connection science objectives. 
o Could also be used to compensate for dramatic problems in co-alignment between high-

resolution instruments. 
o Mosaics are an issue for coronagraphs. METIS off if at perihelion. 
o Issues with IS? IS confirmed that mosaics are not an issue from their point of view, but all 

RS instruments not taking advantage of the mosaic will be affected. 
o What type of mosaics is needed still TBD depending on the science objectives. 
o Rasters around tracked features (e.g. around an active region)? 
o 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5? 
o Linear mosaic possible. Way to improve the chance to observe the solar wind source with 

e.g. SPICE. 
o See also below for the discussion during the plenary meeting on mosaics. 

 
• Role playing game 

o Major flare SOOP led by EUI. 
o Assumed period of high solar activity (e.g. oct/nov 2003) 
o SOOP planned at perihelion (maximum resolution), implying that METIS is off. 
o Review of each instrument observing plans in preparation for the plenary planning exercise 

(see below). 
o Discovered a few interesting possibilities: 

§ Possible SPICE reaction to triggers 
§ SoloHI reacting to trigger only during the first days (east hemisphere) 

 
In Situ working group report (see presentation by Milan Maksimovic): 
(N.B.: The MAG team was not represented at this ISWG splinter.) 
 

• Finalisation of the service 20 specifications 
o Since July, there are pending inputs from some instruments on platform parameters needed 

by them. 
o Stefan Thürey is centralizing now all the inputs from the platform and will produce a TN 

(included in the specification document). 
o Luis Sanchez is in charge of the specification document. 
o Filippo Marliani is the central contact for instrument teams for service 20 matters. 

 
Action AI-02: All instruments to send Luis Sanchez confirmation of their own telemetry which will be put 
in the TM(3,25) telemetry inter-instrument communication packet. Specify if there is any discrepancy with 
the instrument TM-TC ICD. Deadline: 5 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-03: ESA Project to send to the ISWG & RSWG the information on the platform parameters that 
will go into the service 20. Deadline: 5 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-04: Luis Sanchez to finalize the “Service 20 specification document” and report to SWT-16. 
Deadline: 10 February 2015. 
 

• Test plans for the service 20 at spacecraft level 
o Filippo Marliani is the central contact for instrument teams for the service 20 ground testing. 

Christoph Hass is the AIT/AIV responsible. 
o A document describing the service 20 testing needs to be written by Airbus for the system-

level CDR; the ISWG asks this document to be accessible to the instruments. 
 



Action AI-05: ESA Project to make this document available to the instrument teams. Deadline: Before 
system-level CDR. 

 
Action AI-06: Andrew Walsh to formalize in a TN the ideas for testing the triggers during cruise phase. 
Deadline: 28 February 2015. 
 

• Instruments clocks 
o The RPW synchronization scheme for the regular snapshot is fine. Can SWA adopt the same 

scheme? 
 

Action AI-07a: RPW to send to SWA the description of their synchronization scheme.  
Deadline: 5 February 2015. 
Action AI-07b: SWA to answer to Andrew Walsh if they can follow the RPW scheme.  
Deadline: 28 February 2015. 

 
• Coordination of burst modes 

o Two kind of burst modes have been foreseen from the very beginning: 
§ Scheduled/coordinated burst mode (equally spaced in heliocentric distance) 
§ Instruments own burst modes (either triggered via service 20 or not) 

o For SWA, it has been decided to set a priority 1 to the scheduled/coordinated burst mode. 
The duration of the common burst mode still needs to be discussed at the next ISWG splinter 
(10 Feb 2015). 

 
Action AI-08: In situ instrument teams to send to Tim Horbury & Andrew Walsh the precise description of 
the coordinated burst data.    
Deadline: 10 February 2015. 

 
• Planning of the cruise phase 

o The cruise phase operations need to be coordinated within the ISWG. Assumption: ~25% of 
the telemetry return during the cruise phase. 

o Two options: 
§ Work normally for 25% of the time 
§ Or reduce telemetry to 25% of the allocation 

o The cruise phase will be used by the IS instruments with two goals: 
§ Prepare the nominal phase of the mission (checking the triggers & replies to the 

triggers, checking the timing of the SWA/RPW snapshots, improvement of the 
calibration, …) 

§ Perform innovative science 
o Daniel Müller remarked that the IS instruments should also coordinate with SP+ in order to 

maximise the science return during the cruise phase. 
 

• Selective downlink 
o Currently the selective downlink is not planned to work during cruise phase (not enough 

passes). RPW commented that this is problematic since the cruise phase would not then be 
used to test this capability. 

o The selective downlink can only work some time when the SSMM is not substantially full. 
o There will be the possibility to do selective downlink for all in situ, not only RPW. 

 
Planning simulation on coordinated science (see presentation by Anik De Groof): 
  

• See presentation for the content of the planning exercise. 
• Lessons learned for the SOC: 

o The exercise clarified how the precursor images will be used and which types made most 
sense for this particular science goal. 

o We need modeling work to be performed in the weeks before a target tracking RSW to make 
a good decision. 



o Need of a secondary science goal, with a specialist for each goal and overall coordinator at 
the SOC during VSTP. 

o More PHI data are needed during the precursor window and in LL. A magnetogram before 
each decision point would be ideal. Precursors can tell us when we place decision points in 
the 10-day window. We should be able to decide at what times in the window a decision on 
target might be necessary. (Problem is though that PHI cannot change its observations plan 
in the middle of the window). 

o For this kind of complex science goal (“eruption hunting”), we definitely need more context 
from elsewhere. Broadly this may mean that eruption hunting and connectivity should NOT 
be done on the far side of the sun. 

o Need models for the likely connection points on the Sun: PFSS and CSSS. 
o Does it make sense to point straight at the connection point or not? CME was halo and did 

blow off with wide extent. S/C was hit by the CME, but we did not capture the changes in 
the plasma along the magnetic field lines connected with the active region. In that sense, if 
we would have been pointing at region 4 (the one that gave the CME), we would have 
caught the eruption but without plasma and magnetic field changes. A RSW with 
connectivity as the driving goal should be planned very differently to RSWs where other 
goals are present (and connectivity aspects are maybe desirable, but not driving). 

o Latency was a significant factor. It could be desirable to prepare parallel pointing plans (e.g. 
2 possible active regions) and then hit the button for upload at the time you want the change 
to happen. C. Watson: needs discussion. If implemented this would mean though that any 
pointing changes due to ARs proper motion would not been taken into account. 

o The term “precursor window” should be used with caution as it conflicts with the different 
meaning of the scientific term “precursor”. 

o For the sake of the exercise we assumed that this particular RSW was “heavily loaded”, and 
that in consequence the other two RSWs would have to be “ light” to compensate. If there 
are science goals that demand heavy RSWs this is something that can be identified (SAP) 
and we can try to find orbits where it can be split this way. 

o During the exercise, it was reminded that the precursor window telemetry is not an extra 
telemetry; it counts in the normal allocation. 
 

• Ideas for following exercises: 
o Use the tools that are currently being developed by the SOC: SOOP kitchen, LLDD, PTR 

generation 
o Add an extra layer of mission level planning (SAP) with the SWT involved: split exercise 

over SWT and SOWG? 
o More science goals to be exercised: pure connectivity science with in situ leading and RS 

providing context. 
o Need of visualization of the timeline with important points: times of crucial decisions and 

implementation on board. 
 
Mosaics (see presentation by Chris Watson): 
 

o SOWG agreed to the presented planning approach (finalise number of dwells and dwell 
durations at LTP) and to the principle that mosaics in RSCWs (cruise) are checkout activities 
only. Fixed worst case slew time was discussed briefly - seems ok for typical dwells of e.g. 
30 minutes or more. Maybe it is more limiting in case there is a mosaic performed for an 
instrument running with very short integration times. SOC explained that currently there is 
no mechanism for detailed slew-time prediction in the science planning. 

o SPICE dwell-time to do a full scan was discussed. Generally, velocity-measurements are 
much quicker than composition-measurements. It depends a lot on the lines in question. The 
SPICE user manual should be updated accordingly. 

o If the mosaic takes too long (compared to structure lifetime, so 20 minutes is probably fine 



whereas a day is probably far too long), then it loses its internal consistency as a single 
“wider-FoV image”, but maybe this doesn’t matter if the goal is rather to sample different 
locations (albeit for less time each) just to find the connection. 

o This aspect of connectivity is difficult and will need further discussion, in particular between 
SPICE and HIS. 

o W. Thompson: there is a case also for linear mosaics, both N-S and E-W (or vertical and 
horizontal). 

o C. Watson: question on doing connectivity at greater distance (i.e. farther than perihelion, 
e.g. 0.5 AU): this improves FoV issues considerably. In situ: not a show-stopper, but there is 
mixing of streams. 

o Common science appears to need e.g. 2x2, 3x3, 2x3 and linear (EW, NS) mosaics only. 
o Individual instruments have also expressed interest in pole-packing, or (nearly equivalent) 

far-side-of-sun packing. 
o Discussion about reaction-wheel EMC and slews. Wheel speeds will always be varying 

because of active control (and e.g. radiation pressure). It is true that slews will cause the 
speeds to ramp more quickly. This is part of the goal of agreeing the mosaic at LTP, such 
that all teams can know in advance when the slewing events will occur. (Recall that slews 
are just one thing that will cause increased wheel activity. Also wheel offloading, 
HGA/MGA/SA movement.) 

o Don Hassler: if this is a problem it can be mitigated for connectivity, by the propagation 
time. E.g. i) on day-1 do a mosaic, ii) on day-2 sit quietly for the corresponding in situ 
measurements. 

o Action to Chris Watson: send the presentation to MAG (not present). [action closed on 
23/01/2015]  

 
Time correlation issues (see presentations by Daniel Lakey and Chris Watson): 
 

o See presentations for details. 
o Time correlation can be designed to be updated: 

      - At predetermined times, e.g. 1/week (Mars express does this) 
      - “On need”, when error >3ms (Rosetta/VEX approach). 

o WRT TM, packet-time OBT conversions to UTC are given in the SCOS header. Other times 
(e.g. embedded within the packet data content) will need to be converted by the Instrument 
Team (exception: LLpipeline@SOC conversion will be done by SOC). All teams need to 
use the same conversion to maintain consistency between HK, Science etc. 

o Some instruments expressed interest in having SOC developing the conversion SW for all 
instruments (e.g. web-service / distribute pseudo-code / etc.).  

Action AI-09: MADAWG & Instruments to consider if they would like SOC to develop the times 
conversion SW (see discussion above) and make a request if needed. Deadline: SOWG-7. 

o Side-effect to be aware of: high cadence data-streams can see a discontinuity in sample 
spacing (when looking in UTC), across the point where the correlation is updated.  

o Comment on the Time Correlation errors seen on the MEX plot, when they go off the scale: 
the plotted figure is the time correlation quality assessment – that is, the apparent error in the 
in-use coefficients. In such a case where it is clear that there is a station problem, no new 
Time Correlation calculation would take place and the previous correct coefficients would 
be used. The time stamping of the science data would not be affected. 
 

Calibration manoeuvres requested by the payload (see presentation by Anik De Groof): 
 

o See presentation for details. 
 
 
 



Telemetry return update (see presentation by Jayne Lefort): 
 

o See presentation for details. 
o At the end of the presentation, Frédéric Auchère informed the SOWG about the preliminary 

results of a parallel study performed by Yves Langevin on alternative orbits for an October 
2018 launch. This study will continue and depending on the results it will be passed to the 
Mission Analysis experts for further analysis. 

 
Communication rolls and baseline attitude (see presentations by Daniel Lakey and Andrew Walsh): 
 

o See presentations for details. 
o A technical note will be issued by SOC summarizing the results and the SWT could decide 

to suggest to the Project a change of the baseline attitude. 
o With respect to the new TN79, SoloHI emphasized the importance of prompt reliable 

documentation release to instruments. Yannis Zouganelis answered that the issue is known 
and steps are being taken to improve. 

 
Status of SEGU and LL pipeline development (see presentation by Richard Carr): 
 

o See presentation for details. 
o The SEGU will be issued as 1.0 shortly after the SOWG with only minor changes from 0.7 

circulated to the LL Pipeline engineering group. 
o The final minutes of the LL Pipeline engineering splinter meeting will be posted at the SOC 

public Confluence site. 
 
 
Instrument teams and SOC interfaces (see presentation by Chris Watson): 
 

o See presentation for details. 
o Discussion about reallocation of the reserve and TM corridors: in principle, what we know at 

LTP (as it affects the downlink sharing) can be used to adapt the corridors accordingly. 
However simply “adding reserve” will not work in periods of lower-than average downlink 
performance. 

o The corridor will be presented to the instruments as XML files containing a timeline of data-
points at TBD time-interval. 
 

Action AI-10: SOC to ensure all ICDs are available to the instruments on the SOC external confluence 
webpage. Deadline: 22 January 2015. [Closed] 
 
Action AI-11: Instruments to send Chris Watson comments on ICDs (CDF, FITS, IOR, E-FECS, TM 
corridors, Data Producer to Archive ICD). Deadline: 28 February 2015  
 
SOC and SGS testing plans (see presentation by Luis Sanchez): 
 

o See presentation for details. 
 

Action AI-12: Instrument teams to inform Chris Watson if correctly formatted TM science packets (S21) 
will be available from EMs. If S21 TM packets are available from instrument tests at Airbus, then these 
could be used offline for SGS testing. Deadline: 20 March 2015. 
 
AOB and upcoming meetings: 
 

o SWT-16: 11-13 February 2015, Göttingen, Germany (possibility for splinters on 10 
February afternoon). MADAWG special session on modeling (11 February morning). 

o SOWG-7: 7-9 July 2015, ESAC 
o SWT-17: 31 August – 01 September 2015, Artimino (near Florence), as joint team meeting 

with SPP 



o Solar Orbiter Workshop #6, 02-04 September 2015, Artimino, POC: Marco Velli 
o SWT-18: London, April 2016 (TBC), hosted by EUI+MAG+SWA teams 
o SWT-19: Alcalá, Fall 2016? (POC: J. Pacheco) 
o Other standing offers for team meetings: 

o Granada (POC: J. C. del Toro Iniesta) 
o At the end of the meeting, Milan Maksimovic also proposed to organise in Paris a team 

meeting (SWT or a future Solar Orbiter Workshop). 
 
End of meeting: 22 January, 13:00. 
 
Here is the link of the SOWG #6 group photo as a reward for having read until the end: http://bit.ly/1z5V0Ly 
 
 
 
Action Items 

Action AI-01: Instruments to send SOC their feedback on the Metadata Technical Note.  
Deadline: 20 March 2015. 
 
Action AI-02: All instruments to send Luis Sanchez confirmation of their own telemetry which will be put 
in the TM(3,25) telemetry inter-instrument communication packet. Specify if there is any discrepancy with 
the instrument TM-TC ICD. Deadline: 5 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-03: ESA Project to send to the ISWG & RSWG the information on the platform parameters that 
will go into the service 20. Deadline: 5 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-04: Luis Sanchez to finalize the “Service 20 specification document” and report to SWT-16. 
Deadline: 10 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-05: ESA Project to make the Service 20 specification document available to the instrument teams. 
Deadline: Before system-level CDR. 

 
Action AI-06: Andrew Walsh to formalize in a TN the ideas for testing the triggers during cruise phase. 
Deadline: 28 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-07a: RPW to send SWA the description of their synchronization scheme.  
Deadline: 5 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-07b: SWA to answer to Andrew Walsh if they can follow the RPW synchronization scheme.  
Deadline: 28 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-08: In situ instrument teams to send to Tim Horbury & Andrew Walsh the precise description of 
the coordinated burst data.    
Deadline: 10 February 2015. 
 
Action AI-09: MADAWG & Instruments to consider if they would like SOC to develop their times 
conversion SW (see discussion on Time Correlation issues) and make a request if needed. Deadline: 
SOWG-7. 

Action AI-10: SOC to ensure all ICDs are available to the instruments on the SOC external confluence 
webpage. Deadline: 22 January 2015. [Closed] 
 
Action AI-11: Instruments to send Chris Watson comments on ICDs (CDF, FITS, IOR, E-FECS, TM 
corridors, Data Producer to Archive ICD). Deadline: 28 February 2015. 
 



Action AI-12: Instrument teams to inform Chris Watson if correctly formatted TM science packets (S21) 
will be available from EMs. If S21 TM packets are available from instrument tests at Airbus, then these 
could be used offline for SGS testing. Deadline: 20 March 2015. 
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